
The Light Fight



Research🧐:
• LED Light Bulbs: The first ever LED light bulb was invented in 1926 by a guy who worked for 

a company named General Electric his name was Nick Holonyak Jr. According to 

Energu.gov/articles/history-light-bulb, "LEDs use a semiconductor to convert electricity 

into light, are often small in area (less than 1 square millimeter) and emit light in a 

specific direction, reducing the need for reflectors and diffusers that can trap light."

• How plants seek light: A plant's ability to grow towards light/bend or see light is called 

phototropism. Charles Darwin and Francis (His son) were the first ones to experiment 

how phototropism works, that was in 1880. The experiment that proved phototropism 

was that they would plant grass seedlings and cover certain parts of the plant with 

metal foil.



Research Slide Second Slide🧐:

• Infrared Light Bulb: William Herschel discovered Infrared in the 19th century.

• Black Light Bulb: William H. Byler Invented the blacklight in 1935.



Science Fair 
Question And 

Topic :D:
Topic: Earth/Environmental 

Science.

Question: How do different color 

lights effect a plants growth 

through a maze?



Variables and 
hypothesis:

Variables: Independent 
variable: Changing the 
color and color of the 

light that the plants are 
growing on.

Dependent Variable: I 
am measuring the 

duration and plant's 
growth.

Control: Growing the 
plant with natural 

sunlight

Hypothesis: “I think that 
the plant that is grown 

with the natural sunlight 
will grow the largest in 

length because the 
artificial lights might 

damage the other plants 
and prevent them from 

growing.”:D



Procedures✨👍:
• 1. You need to cut one of the two sides of the box that are the longest to see what happens during the 

growth and use scissors or a box cutter.

• 2. Get the piece of construction paper and make sure it is enough to almost fit in the box, if its hanging 

out from the side it is open, then cut it so it fits the box, don’t cut the sides if it is too big because you 

will need the later on to fold them and tape them to the inside of the side of the box.

• 3. You want to get a cup to draw a circle around it, also draw the circle on the right side of the paper but 

leave a about like a little bit of space in between the circle and edge and cut it out.

• 4. You will also want to draw around the edge of the cup on the top of the box to make a circle on the 

left side of the box and leave some space in between the edge and circle and cut the circle out.

• 5. Okay now fill a cup with ¾ cup soil and put one seed into one cup and barrie it a little bit under the 

soil and put the cup in the bottom and in the middle of the bottom of the inside of the box under 

the construction paper.

• 6. Water the plants about ¼ cup maybe a little less than that but water them everyday.

• Repeat for the other boxes too and try to make them the same sizes!



List Of 
Materials📜:

1. Black Light Light Bulb (4 inches in length, 1 ½ inches in width, and 1 inch 

in heght.

2. ¾ cup potting soil mix.

3. 4 cardboard boxes. (Same length if you can.) (12 inches in length, 9 

inches in width, and 1 centimeter in height.

4. Scissors or box cutter.

5. Ruler or tape measure

6. Double sided tape.

7. Infrared Heat Lamp Light Bulb

8. LED Light Bulb



Data Table:

• Observations:

• On the Infrared I observed that it started sprouting 
on day two and in the beginning, it grew the tallest and 
fastest but at the end it seems as if the infrared plant 
gave up.

• On the infrared plant one of the bulbs burned out in 
almost 2 weeks of using it.

• All of the plants sprouted mostly overnight or during 
noon.

• The LED plant must have been the longest plant 
because the LED maybe took more time to process 
through the plant.

• The black light must have not sprouted since the 
Black light bulb must have not been bright enough or it 
was too dark.

• On the sunlight plant the stem of the plant looked 
more greener than the others.



Pictures of 
Experiment:



Phototropism Experiment Light Data:

• The Graph was 
made In Canva.



Analysis 
Paragraph:D

During the experiment, the infrared Plant started growing the tallest 
on day 2 (2cm) but then at the end it seems as if it gave up. The infrared 
plant started dying on day 23 and part of the plant dried out and it was 
watered. The plant got overheated or burnt because of the heat lamp; 
it felt the warmest. The plant that was grown with natural sunlight its 
stem looked fresher and more natural it looked greener than the others 
(the other plants' stems looked yellow). On day 24, the plant grown 
with LED light had grown 22cm (about 8.66 in) and the infrared was 
21.5cm (about 8.46 in) high, maybe the LED light takes more time to 
process in plant. Also, maybe the plant grown with blacklight light 
didn’t grow because it was not bright enough.



Conclusion:
“I think that the plant that is grown with the natural sunlight will grow the largest in length 

because the artificial lights might damage the other plants and prevent them from growing.” The data 
did not support my hypothesis because the plant grown with LED light grew the largest in length, and I 
thought the other plants might be damaged, which was the infrared plant that was damaged. My 
results showed that the LED plant grew the largest in Length and that Blacklight or dark tinted lights 
might not help plants grow as much as natural or bright light. The infrared plant could have dried out 
since the Infrared light is a heat lamp so it might have been too hot for the plant to handle so it might 
have dried out the plant. These results could be important to other gardeners or famers if they want to 
grow pinto beans like I did maybe they shouldn’t use the infrared light bulb because it dried out the 
plant and maybe to not use black light bulbs since it never sprouted this can also be useful to other 
students who could maybe do this experiment.

Some failures of this experiment were that one of the plants dried out and that the Black light plant 
never sprouted. One successful thing that happened was that the LED and the Natural Sunlight plants 
sprouted. The possible errors that could have happened are that the Blacklight bulb could not have 
been bright enough or burned out, it still worked but it looked a little old and used. A question that I 
can use to explore my topic is “Does the brightness of a light bulb affect a plant's growth?”The averages 
show that the infrared is 19.49666627cm the LED is 15.67cm the sunlight 3.423cm and for the 
blacklight 0cm so the averages may not support the experiment but something could have gone wrong 
or maybe because Infrared was meant to win but since the Bulb dried it out, it stopped growing. In 
conclusion, this experiment had a lot of twists, turns, failures, and successes, but it still worked out 
there was a little data from the infrared plant even though it started drying out and the LED plant won. 
Congratulations on the LED plant for your win!
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